GETTING BETTER: ALN AND STUDENT SUCCESS

I used to get mad at my school, the teachers that taught me weren’t cool, they are holding me down, turning me round, filling me up with your rules.

The Beatles, Getting Better
Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, 1967
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ABSTRACT
In the U.S., only 38 of every 100 ninth graders enroll in college; of these 38, only 18 complete bachelors’ degrees within six years. Asynchronous learning networks (ALN)—asynchronous, highly interactive, instructor-led, resource-rich, cohort-based learning—can yield high success rates. Growing demand for online education and the expectation among higher education leaders that ALN learning outcomes will exceed face to face outcomes reflect belief in ALN’s power to engage learners. Sloan-C’s body of research confirms that ALN is especially suited for the anytime, anywhere, affordable access that is responsive to learners in a knowledge society. In fact, the original principles of ALN are the same principles that characterize ALN programs that have high student success rates. This paper includes vignettes from two and four-year ALN programs that have used these principles to achieve high success rates.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Affordable access to quality learning with comprehensive breadth of choice is the goal of the Sloan Consortium. Within the next ten years, asynchronous learning networks (ALN) have the potential of increasing the accessibility and effectiveness of higher education so that it becomes “an ordinary part of everyday life” [1]. By improving access, affordability, and success, ALN can recreate higher education as a right, rather than the privilege it is today.

Higher education offers benefits to the national quality of life—“decreased reliance on public assistance, higher voting rates, and increased volunteering”—and to individual quality of life—“higher income, lower unemployment, and better health” [2]. According to the Community College Survey of Student Engagement:

For every year that you add to the average educational attainment level of the population, you add 5 to 15 percent in economic growth. So the connections between education and the economy are
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very, very clear. Educational attainment level is also powerfully and positively correlated with every single other thing we care about as a society [3].

Yet, with only 27% of the eligible population achieving bachelor or graduate degrees [4], the U.S. lags in making higher education accessible and affordable [5], ranking only fifth in the world in graduation rates [6]. According to the National Governor’s Association (NGA), “if current economic and demographic trends continue, by 2020 the nation will need as many as 14 million more workers with some college education than its education systems will have produced” [7]. Unless education becomes more accessible and affordable, in key fields such as science and engineering, work that requires education will not necessarily be led by US citizens [8]. Global redistribution of market power means greater international competition and motivation for education and for jobs; thus Thomas Friedman asserts in *The World Is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-first Century* that the U.S. has all the resources, but if it is not attending to education, it is not attending to the secrets of its soul [9].

U.S. college tuition costs are estimated to be 26% of the average annual income [5]; and as tuition increases, “too many financially needy and minority students drop out” [10].

Twenty-one percent of people who attempt college abandon that dream [2]; and “60% of students at public institutions fail to complete degrees within five years, and half of these students leave during the freshman year” [11]. Students who drop out are “twice as likely to be unemployed as borrowers who graduated from college, and 10 times as likely to default on their loans” [12]. Thomas G. Mortenson of the Pell Institute for the Study of Opportunity in Higher Education observes that “those with the highest family incomes are 10 times more likely to have a bachelor's degree by age 24 than those with the lowest. Twenty-nine percent of African-American students and 31% of Hispanic students who enroll in college leave before completing their first year. Our goals must now include improving completion rates for all students, especially those from disadvantaged backgrounds” [13]. In some states, an expected tidal wave of enrollments in the next decade threatens an infrastructure dependent on state budgets that are inadequate for shifting demographics, for under-prepared high school graduates and returning adults, and for workforce education [14]. For every 100 ninth graders, 67 graduate from high school four years later; of these 67 graduates, 38 enroll in college; of the 38 who enter college, 26 are still enrolled in the sophomore year; and of these 26, 18 graduate within six years [15]. Some estimate that the rate of high school dropout is even higher; a 30% high school dropout rate is a ‘silent epidemic’ [16]. The annual National Report Card on Higher Education’s 2004 report card on the states concludes that despite gains in high school courses that prepare students for college, neither college participation nor completion rates have improved in the last decade: “the fundamental finding is that the nation has stalled in the development of human talent through college opportunity” [17].

Although the number of people attending postsecondary education has quadrupled since 1960, and any increased success rate is a net plus, developing human talent calls for new social ideals:

> It used to be possible to educate an elite, a small number of people who would be the leaders, and essentially would tell the rest of us what to do. That is no longer the case. We need to educate all of our people to a higher level. And we simply cannot afford to waste any person...When in America did we come to the point of saying that the mark of a college’s quality is the proportion of prospective students that it refuses to serve? [18]

To improve access and attainment for prospective students, the NGA recommends setting statewide benchmarks for postsecondary attainment, creating and supporting integrated K–16 data systems, better aligning K–12 and higher education expectations and incentives, promoting more learning options and focusing on low-performing schools [7]. While these strategies are promising, it is important to keep in
mind that tracking individual performance is complicated by the fact that most students—59% in the 1999–2000 academic year—attend more than one college, or simultaneously enroll in two or more institutions [19]. Today’s students are older, spend more time working and less time studying, and are more likely to incur debt:

- Among the more than 14 million undergraduates enrolled in U.S. colleges and universities, about 47% are of “traditional” age (19–23 years old), but another 43% are 24 or older, and the average age is 26;
- 68% of undergraduates work 16 or more hours per week, 36% work 36 or more hours per week;
- About 35% of college students report they study less than 10 hours a week; nearly 60% report that they study less than 15 hours a week.
- About 65% of students graduate with student loan debt; the average debt has nearly doubled over the past eight years to $16,928.
- 53% of first-year college students need remediation in writing or math [20].

Considering the changing characteristics of today’s students, the American Council on Education (ACE) recommends that “persistence measures should consider the full student experience across institutions” [21]. The Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) hopes to redesign five current IPEDS surveys to design a record system that would track the progress of individual students across institutions [22]. The design will include guidelines so that the diversity of tracking techniques can use a common language and report meaningful data. Meanwhile, organizations such as the Lumina Foundation [23], the Gates Foundation [16], University of Oklahoma’s Consortium for the Student Retention Data Exchange (CSRDE) [24], the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) Information for State Higher Education Policymaking and Analysis [25] the National Center for Academic Transformation [26], the National Survey of Student Engagement [27] and the National Survey of Student Engagement in the Community College [28], and the Educational Policy Institute’s National Student Retention Clearinghouse (NSRC) [29] provide guidelines and exemplars for improving retention.

In terms of student success rates, it is clear that some institutions consistently outperform other similar institutions, according to College Results Online [30], which assesses graduation rates according to eleven factors including “student preparation, size, selectivity, percent low-income students, and institutional support” [31]. Schools that continuously improve retention, persistence and success, “make student success an unambiguous, institution-wide priority, driven from the top and pursued over the long term” [32].

The growth of enrollment in online education and the expectation among higher education senior administrators that outcomes from ALN will exceed face to face outcomes within the next three years [33] indicate growing belief in ALN’s power to engage learners and help them succeed. Sloan-C’s body of research confirms that ALN is especially suited for the anytime, anywhere, affordable access that is responsive to life in a knowledge society.

II. II. BARRIERS TO ONLINE SUCCESS

The effectiveness of online learning environments varies. Learners can be demotivated by online courses that are impersonal, irrelevant, boring, one-size-fits-all page-turners. Just as learners in face to face courses can be, online earners can be under-prepared, under-motivated and discouraged by a lack of immediate payoff.

A few empirical studies have identified barriers to online success. The most frequent reasons for dropouts
in corporate eLearning are, according to Berge [34] citing Frankola [35]: lack of time, lack of preferences; poorly designed course; and substandard or inexperienced instructor. In a study of 400 corporate e-learners and academic online students, the e-Learning Consortium cited these factors influencing dropout:

- Lack of motivation (36%);
- Instructional design-related factors and learning style mismatch (36%);
- Time conflicts with work and family commitment (33.1%);
- Learning what one needed to know…before the end of the course (25%);
- Lack of organizational support [36].

In an academic setting, Tello’s study of persistence (defined as students who completed the course and/or planned to continue online in the subsequent semester) surveyed 714 online students and found reasons for non-persistence were primarily situational barriers: work, family and time commitments. Institutional barriers accounted for slightly more than one third of the reasons non-persisters said they withdrew from their online courses: the course was not offered the subsequent semester, the course content did not meet their expectations, or the instructor contact was not what the student expected [37].

At Monroe Community College, telephone surveys of 201 online non-retained students identified these top reasons for non-completion: lack of motivation; the course took too much time; instructor’s teaching style; too many technical difficulties; fell behind and couldn’t catch up; too much reading; signed up for too many courses; course too unstructured; not interested in subject; couldn’t handle study plus other activities [38].

In an analysis of 47 barriers, Muilenburg and Berge collected 1067 survey responses from students, and found that the most important barrier for online students was a lack of social interaction. The next most severe barriers were administrative/instructor issues, time and support for studies, and learner motivation. Learners rated technical problems and cost/access to the Internet lower, and rated lack of technical and academic skills as the lowest obstacles to learning online [39].

By some early estimates, online course completion may have been consistently lower—from 10% to 50%—in comparison to course completion in face-to-face classes [40]. Ongoing studies at the University of Central Florida show that on average, “fully online courses have slightly lower success rates and higher withdrawal rates than either their face-to-face or Web-enhanced counterparts” [41]. For most schools, Ingle explains that specifically online retention data are difficult to disaggregate from overall retention data for a multitude of reasons, including the fluidity of enrollment in various delivery modes when sequential and full programs are not available or do not align with individual schedules; traditional definitions of retention do not account for “high achievers, intermittent students, or students who have no interest in moving toward a terminal degree, certificate, or license” [42].

Completion rates improve for students who gain experience in online education and pursue higher degree levels, so that online success rates are higher in advanced degrees than in beginning courses and programs. In her study of the issues surrounding online completion, Ingle found these course completion results for regionally and nationally accredited schools that offer fully online programs:
Table 1: Online Enrollment and Course Completion Rates for 2002–2003, Ingle [42]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Enrolled</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Dropped</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number Programs in Sample</td>
<td>358</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number Responding Programs</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs, Non-tracking*</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs, Tracking</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate Institutions</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>192,896</td>
<td>116,096</td>
<td>76,800</td>
<td>60.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-year schools</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>169,794</td>
<td>96,566</td>
<td>73,228</td>
<td>56.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-year schools</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14,616</td>
<td>12,322</td>
<td>2,294</td>
<td>84.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper division reported only</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8,486</td>
<td>7,208</td>
<td>1,278</td>
<td>84.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate schools</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8,315</td>
<td>7,112</td>
<td>1,233</td>
<td>85.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals for Responding Programs</td>
<td>201,211</td>
<td>123,208</td>
<td>78,003</td>
<td></td>
<td>61.23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Non-tracking programs: unable to track or separate online course completion statistics

A caveat regarding these empirical studies is that “elements of self-deception and impression management” may characterize students’ overt explanations for dropping out; socially acceptable reasons like lack of time may mask ‘unacceptable’ reasons such as:

Problems with a lack of prerequisite knowledge, with the course content itself in terms of both understanding and relevance, lack of support from peers and family, stress, poor marks, procrastination, a need for face-to-face interaction, adult pride, poor tutor feedback, weak goal commitment, a fear of failure, and other explanations for a dropout decision…[43].

Some institutions may settle for identifying the factors that are beyond their control and accept that they can’t do much about them. Others, however, treat such factors as starting points.

III. FACTORS IN ONLINE SUCCESS

As demand for ALN grows [33], it is useful to understand the practices that improve online learning, cost effectiveness and institutional commitment, access, and student and faculty satisfaction. ALN offers new ways for encouraging and tracking the kind of connected participation that spells success for learners. Indeed, asynchronous learning networks—technological and people networks—have enabled organizations and institutions to share their knowledge internally and externally much more rapidly and accurately than ever before. Yet improving course completion, persistence, and success means attending to a multitude of variables. Berge and Yi-Huang illustrate some relationships in “A Model for Sustainable Student Retention: A Holistic Perspective on the Student Dropout Problem with Special Attention to e-Learning,” in Table 2 [34].
At the institutional level, Schreck explains that “strengthening the relationship between variables…is more important than improving variables in isolation….online course retention is a direct reflection of how well an institution establishes an inquiry process (i.e., how well they research, build understanding, and implement that understanding) into four major areas: courses, teachers, students, and administrative” [44].

Schools “need to design more flexible schedules for working adult students, create a greater sense of community or engagement…, address the special needs of English-as-second-language students, and serve at-risk students more effectively” summarizes Twigg [11]. The National Center for Academic Transformation (NCAT) Program in Course Redesign has demonstrated that it is possible to increase student success while reducing instructional costs in first-year courses that including significant ratios of underserved students—adults, students of color, and low-income students. NCAT projects document strategies that improve quality and reduce costs in face to face, blended and ALN courses:

- Redesign the whole course;
- Encourage active learning;
- Provide students with individualized assistance;
- Build in ongoing assessment and prompt (automated) feedback;
- Ensure sufficient time on task and monitor student progress [45].

Applying these strategies yields measurable improvements in learning outcomes, costs, and success rates [46].

### IV. THIRTEEN WAYS OF LOOKING AT SUCCESS: TWO AND FOUR YEAR PROGRAMS WITH HIGH COURSE COMPLETION RATES

It is not unusual for online completion rates at the graduate level to be 90% or higher, rates that are commensurate with face to face graduate programs. However, non-completions at the 2- and 4-year levels can be as low as 57–60% as Ingle shows in results from 76 schools [42].
To discover what schools are doing to achieve better course completions in the first two years, we sent an informal query to the directors of programs that are listed in the Sloan-C Catalog [47], asking them to summarize the factors that might account for their course completion rates of 80% or more in the first two years of their programs. Twelve schools and the University of Texas Telecampus (for 15 University of Texas campuses) responded to our query, and their responses are in Appendix A.

Schools that responded are regionally accredited not-for-profits; they represent an array of Carnegie classes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Public/Private Carnegie Class</th>
<th>Total Enrollment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIB College of Business</td>
<td>Private NFP Associates Colleges</td>
<td>902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Des Moines, IA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas Baptist University</td>
<td>Private NFP Masters Colleges and Universities I</td>
<td>4714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas TX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drexel University</td>
<td>Private NFP Doctoral/Research Universities--Intensive</td>
<td>17656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herkimer County Community College</td>
<td>Public Associates Colleges</td>
<td>3472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herkimer, New York</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marylhurst University</td>
<td>Private NFP Masters Colleges and Universities I</td>
<td>1245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marylhurst, OR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace University</td>
<td>Private NFP Doctoral/Research Universities--Intensive</td>
<td>13670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, NY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park University</td>
<td>Private NFP Masters Colleges and Universities I</td>
<td>12548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkville, MO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peirce College</td>
<td>Private NFP Associates Colleges</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochester Institute of Technology</td>
<td>Private NFP Masters Colleges and Universities I</td>
<td>14552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochester, NY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seton Hall University's SetonWorldWide</td>
<td>Private NFP Doctoral/Research Universities--Intensive</td>
<td>9824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Orange, NJ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Illinois at Springfield</td>
<td>Public Masters Colleges and Universities I</td>
<td>4396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield, IL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Cincinnati</td>
<td>Public Doctoral/Research Universities--Extensive</td>
<td>27718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati, Ohio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Texas TeleCampus</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15 campuses), TX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Schools with at Least 80% Online Course Completion Rates in the First Two Years
V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BETTER ALNS

The original principles of ALN—asynchronously interactive, instructor-led, resource-rich, cohort-based learning—hold true as practices that support learner success online. Many such practices, supported by data, are detailed in the Sloan-C effective practices collection at http://www.sloan-c.org. Below are some recommendations for better ALNs that are drawn from Sloan-C research and exemplified in the schools listed in Table 3 above.

A. Cost Effectiveness and Institutional Commitment

Improving online course completions so that the quality of online education is at least equivalent to the institution’s quality in traditional modes calls for the commitment of senior leadership and leadership throughout the institution.

Schools that are truly learner-centered [48] are more likely to thrive and to inspire lifelong loyalty and support. As ALN becomes part of the fabric of higher education, whether in fully online or blended courses, one of the best things institutions can do is to articulate their distinctive missions, supporting rhetoric with data, so that learners can find the best fit for their personal and professional goals. Recognizing that “retention initiatives...are estimated to be 3–5 times more cost-effective than recruitment efforts, i.e., the cost of recruiting one new student to college approximates the cost of retaining 3–5 already enrolled students” [49], institutions that focus on student success, seeking to involve all members of the community in cross-functional teams, benchmarking efforts internally and externally, and publishing success strategies are more likely to ensure ongoing commitment. Integrating administrative systems and support services for online, blended, and face to face populations benefits faculty, students, advisors and prospective constituencies so that people are able to track their own progress and institutional progress towards goals [50].

Many schools emphasize advising and proactive outreach to encourage student progress. For example, eArmyU does proactive counseling and intervention through its customer relationship management system, tracking students from admission through graduation, using email and phone reminders to keep in touch and make sure that students stay on pace towards their degrees. Especially for learners who incur financial aid debt and then drop out without degrees that would help them to repay loans, the consequences of non-completion are severe. Retention efforts pay off, helping make education more affordable for learners as well as for institutions.

Sharing resources with others to provide curricula specifically designed and continuously refined for community populations, such as Pace University’s National Coalition for Telecommunications Education and Learning (NACTEL) programs for the telecommunications industry [51] and Bismarck State College’s programs for the utilities industry [52] has produced high retention and completion rates. Moreover, freely shared courses such as Carnegie Mellon’s Online Learning Initiative [53] and learning resources such as Merlot [54] and Connexions [55] can reduce development costs and improve quality. As increased demand collides with diminishing resources and increased calls for accountability [56], ALNs offer cost effective [57], learning effective, scalable solutions.

B. Learning Effectiveness

The characteristics of ALN programs—instructor-led, cohort based, less than 20% physical presence, resource rich, with emphasis on interaction—are the ingredients for engaged learning, a key to learning success. ALN has the capacity to draw on the diversity of learners’ experience, abilities and aspirations to make course content and activities personally relevant to learners’ everyday lives. Interaction through
reflection and with content, interface, teachers and with peers helps learners stay engaged [58]. Courses designed for active learning—using the principles of effective online learning [59, 60], challenge- and legacy-based learning that is learner-, knowledge-, and assessment-centered [60, 61], foregrounding teaching, cognitive and social presence [60, 62] to create learning environments that model “solidarity, congeniality, and affiliation”[63]—enable personalized assignments and scaffolding for metacognition. Cohorts are especially effective at engaging students:

Surveys of graduating students consistently point to the cohort-based design of the program as critical to their success. Students take each course with the same group of 30 students during the two-year program. They develop extremely close relationships, which they lean on for encouragement and support [64].

A comparison of reasons for drop-out among traditional and non-traditional students finds that strong social networks are critically important for students:

When you doubt yourself, your intelligence, everything ... you feel as though you can’t make it, you’re not going to make it, it’s a horrible feeling. ... When you find a student who says, ‘Yes, I know what you're talking about. Yes, I have that same problem’—even if she's never solved it and you're still experiencing it, you're not alone anymore [65].

Establishing a learner centered environment is a collective endeavor, as one faculty member noted: “We’re not through here until everyone in this class has learned this material. Everybody’s learning is everybody’s responsibility” [48]. Interactive learning using the special affordances of ALN—reflection, collaboration, team teaching and teamwork, student-led groups and discussions, automations, simulations, reusable learning objects, shared course resources, games, blogs, wikis and participation tracking—give students options for control, choice and pace so that they can review content as needed, gain technological expertise, and negotiate multiple perspectives. Thus, NCAT and others recommend adapting whole course redesign [11], using design teams and peer review to create engaging courses that emphasize interaction rather than didacticism. To share knowledge about learning effectiveness, some institutions publish standards, guidelines and examples for developing and refining courses online [66, 67]. Going beyond attention to individual courses, some institutions have developed coherent pedagogical guidelines and outcomes for mastery learning across the entire curriculum so that learners understand the big picture and where they are in it. For example, Babson College’s Model Driven Design (MDD) fosters knowledge building among the faculty and student community through interdisciplinary design and continuous refinement of entire programs [68]. National initiatives and other interest groups publish rubrics for excellence in teaching that are useful for building knowledge about how we learn. ALN enables providers to use resources like these to focus on learners’ experiences, establish standards, and demonstrate and improve learning outcomes.

C. Access

Sloan-C’s vision for access through ALN is that all learners who are qualified and motivated will be enabled to succeed and complete courses, programs and degrees through online access to learning in any discipline, continually enlarging the pool of learners [69]. In some contexts, 100% retention is not the goal and some learners accomplish their goals without seeking degrees; for example, Middlesex Community College reports that “91 percent of the students who left …in good academic standing prior to earning a degree or certificate reported they had completely or partially satisfied their primary educational goal” [70].

Nevertheless, “the most pressing problem facing us today isn’t making education more effective, it is making education more available” [71]. Innovative, comprehensive support services are a critically
important measure of access, as WCET [72] and as Sloan-C effective practices [73] have demonstrated. As Scarafiotti and Cleveland-Innes point out (The Times They Are A-Changing, in this volume), moving from access to choice calls for mobilizing communities to discover new ways to motivate and engage learners. For example, corporate/academic collaborations are huge, largely unexplored channels for on-the-job access to general education, to firm- and industry-specific education and to training programs, all of mutual benefit to learners, employers and institutions.

Accessibility includes individual role adjustment for learning online in a mode that demands considerably “greater individual responsibility” that is more internally than externally motivated [74]. Managing student expectations about learning online, orientations, proactive advising, and intervening with automated and human aid improve success rates. Especially notable are the positive effects of peer-to-peer support [75], which have reduced attrition by 50%.

ALN provides ample evidence of greater accessibility for a greater diversity of learners. With special attention to underserved populations at schools selected because of their high percentages of targeted groups—recent high school graduates in need of remediation, first generation college learners, returning or first time adult learners with competing priorities, low-income students, and African-American and Hispanic students—NCAT demonstrates improved learning outcomes, success rates, and costs through redesigned courses that take advantage of ALN technology. Providing on-demand tutorials, remediation, online resources and 24/7 support services; organizing large groups into smaller cohorts of peers whom course design motivates to help each other; increasing time on task with required (and monitored) participation; replacing duplicated instructional effort with self-directed, computer-assisted skills development, quizzing, testing and automated feedback—these good pedagogical practices improved success for “very large numbers of students—a task that would have been impossible without technology” [46].

D. Faculty Satisfaction

Faculty want to improve teaching, learning and student success. Ironically, in too many environments, institutions do not recognize or reward excellence in teaching, let alone reward excellence in completion results. Thus, the State Higher Education Executive Officers (SHEEO) 2005 report, Accountability for Better Results: A National Imperative for Higher Education, recommends that:

Faculty members must lead the way in devising more coherent programs of general education, more effective and efficient teaching techniques, and useful, authentic assessments of student learning. And institutional reward systems must provide more incentives and recognition for faculty contributions that increase student learning, retention, and success [76].

Without reward and support systems, faculty, like students, may withdraw from engagement:

Instructor burn-out and alienation leads to a… form of desensitization. As instructors begin to take necessary shortcuts they find themselves efficiently performing routine operations upon students whose learning styles and needs are actually quite heterogeneous. These students, in turn, become desensitized as their instructors begin to appear almost robotic in their provocations and responses (or even to disappear altogether, becoming, as a matter of fact and not just as a figure of speech, ghosts in the machine) [77].

Material incentives for faculty include additional funding and/or release time for developing, teaching, researching and publishing research about online courses [78]. ALN also offers the incentives of more effective teaching for faculty who use strategies that are not available face to face [79], who reduce cost and save time [80], who help achieve institutional and program missions, and who build new
communities for sharing, organizing and teaching [81]. Faculty who participate in development programs for online teaching enjoy renewed interest sparked by rethinking their teaching, including “responding more to student needs, changing their course development and delivery, incorporating technology into teaching, modifying their time management, and [using more] resources in their courses” [41]. Faculty also enjoy collegial processes of innovating and renovating and appreciate students’ perceptions of higher learning and satisfaction [60]. Many more examples of faculty satisfaction related to student success are detailed in Sloan-C’s effective practices [82].

E. Student Satisfaction

Back in 1967, when The Beatles’ working class heroes found school inhospitable, less attention was paid to student satisfaction. Today we are realizing that satisfaction with all aspects of the learning experience—academic challenge, fairness, and relevance; substantive, constructive interaction; support services and resources—motivates people to continue studies. Improving success rates in the still young field of ALN depends on understanding and rewarding learners’ perspectives.

An analysis of thousands of student testimonials about the value of ALN, figure 2 shows that learners choose ALN for many reasons; the most frequently cited themes cluster towards the center of the figure. Growing understanding and continuous assessment of ALN enables more and more providers to take these themes into account, developing the still young field of ALN to make higher education better through learning environments more and more responsive to the dimensions of everyday life.
VI. CONCLUSION

“Rigor, relevance, and relationships” [16] are critical for student success online and face to face. Despite the barriers we face as technology makes a culture of learning possible, ALNs offer affordable and increasingly effective alternatives access for students to engage with one another, with content, and teachers. As unprecedented innovation widens connectivity, educators who are shaping the environments of the future are re-examining tradition to discover how ALNs can transform learning. The vignettes below from schools that focus on student success demonstrate that “it's getting better, a little better all the time” [84].

VII. APPENDIX A

Here are vignettes from twelve two- and four-year colleges and a state university system that have achieved high online course completion rates. Responses to our request for the reasons students complete online courses at rates of 80% or more are the perceptions of administrators. Although we did not seek to establish common metrics and terminology, and did not ask for comparison with face to face course completion rates, a more scientific study would be beneficial. Nevertheless, it is significant that the schools all emphasize strategic planning for growth, continuous assessment, training and support for faculty and students, and instructional design that promotes interaction.

1. AIB College of Business, Des Moines, IA

AIB College of Business is an independent, nonprofit, coeducational two-year business college founded in 1921. AIB College of Business states its mission as being “dedicated to providing quality educational opportunities that prepare students to pursue careers in business.” To fulfill this mission, AIB offers associate degree and diploma courses of study, and the College administration directs its efforts toward “creating an educational environment by providing a variety of learning experiences, quality educational programs, and business and social activities.”

After an evaluation review, AIB has obtained blanket approval from its regional accrediting agency (Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association of Colleges and Universities) to offer all of its associates degrees online. The evaluation team cited AIB’s online programs as exemplary and stated that other institutions could learn from AIB’s standards of excellence in online delivery.

Growing college-wide enrollment is one of AIB’s 12 principal strategic goals over the next five years. AIB plans to increase its total enrollment to 1,000 students and sees continued expansion of the online degree program as “paramount,” particularly for growing the population of adult learners served. Over the last academic year, AIB reports achieving a course completion rate of at least 80% each term. Below are some of the practices that AIB believes contribute to its high retention rates:

- Training for students—students taking online courses have the option of attending an in-person orientation session where they training on how to use Blackboard and how to be successful in online courses. Students enrolled in online majors take a “College Foundations” course during their first term where they receive detailed training on the necessary technical skills, as well as study skills and time management. Documentation is also available to students online, such as a Blackboard manual and troubleshooting guide.

- Training for instructors—all new online instructors go through an extensive 20-hour training covering technical and pedagogical issues related to teaching in the online environment.
• Personal contact with faculty and staff members—AIB keeps class sizes small (15 students or less) so that each student has personal contact with the instructor. AIB also encourages instructors to develop highly interactive courses to facilitate getting to know students on an individual basis. The relatively small size of the online program (less than 300 students taking online courses) facilitates personal contact between students and staff members.

• Technical support—AIB provides free 24/7 technical support to students.

Stacy Crawford  
Online Education Coordinator  
AIB College of Business

2. Dallas Baptist University, Dallas, TX

The purpose of the Online Education Department at Dallas Baptist University is to provide Christ-centered, quality higher education to traditional age and adult students at both the undergraduate and graduate levels in the United States and abroad using Internet-based instructional techniques and methods of communication in order to integrate faith and learning in meeting the educational needs of the expanding global virtual community.

Since 1998, Dallas Baptist University has offered fully accredited degree programs via the Internet, creating a rich online environment where students and faculty members can collaborate and interact. DBU’s online campus features a dynamic combination of the newest Internet technologies from streaming media to threaded discussions.

The online completion rate at DBU has remained constant between 92% and 93% each semester. Several factors account for this high rate. First and foremost, all faculty members are required to attend training, both those developing online courses and those taking over courses that have already been developed. Faculty are trained in online pedagogy, course facilitation and building online learning community.

Class sizes are kept to 22 students so that faculty can do what they do best, interact with the students. Upon admission to the University, approval from the Online Student Coordinator and the student’s advisor must be obtained before a student may enroll in an online course.

Secondly, DBU has excellent online course content. Each master course is designed by a qualified instructor in that discipline, and the content is approved in that college and in the provost office. DBU has a team of instructional course developers who apply graphics, add learning objects, load quizzes and exams and custom create the content in Blackboard.

DBU won Blackboard’s Bbionic Course of the Year, one of only five courses chosen. Because of strong faculty support, instructors can be the content experts and do not have to become technology experts. DBU uses a consistent navigation path for all courses so that students know where to go and how to interact with whatever course they take. Each course is required to have student-student and student-instructor activity.

Third, DBU screens students with a skills inventory. Students must know how to send an email attachment and notify DBU with the name of their Internet provider before they can take an online course at DBU. For computer users, DBU recommends that students take a basic computer class before taking online courses. Finally, all DBU support services are online: library, bookstore, writing center, registration, and a 24x7 technical help desk that supports DBU online students anytime, anywhere.
3. Drexel University (Drexel eLearning), Philadelphia, PA

At Drexel University, course completion rates in distance learning courses are between 85% and 95%, depending on the academic program. Undergraduate degrees are available in both business and nursing. Drexel eLearning, a wholly owned subsidiary of Drexel University, works with the faculty and administrators within each college offering an online undergraduate degree to plan and implement an online program resulting in high retention rates. Specific activities within our undergraduate asynchronous online degree program include:

- The use of three full-time instructional designers, each with terminal degrees in their field, to design online courses which meet the highest pedagogical standards.
- The annual administration of a New Online Student Survey to acquire up-to-date information on how online students perceive their online program.
- The employment of full-time academic advisors for online students.
- The establishment of a Wednesday to Tuesday (midnight) course schedule to afford online students the convenience of the weekend to complete assignments (Goodwin College, only).
- The active use of online discussion boards to give online students the feeling of connectedness with other students.
- The use of 24/7 technical support service to assists students from all over the world with technical issues.
- The utilization of state-of-the-art systems, such as Blackboard, to enhance student’s ability to coalesce through our Orientation to Online Learning Session, our Online Student Community Center, and our Peer Mentoring Program
- The use of online Podcast, called the Drexel eLearning Minute, to provide expert advice on succeeding in an online course.

Dr. Kenneth E. Hartman
Director of Academic Affairs
Drexel eLearning, Inc.
Drexel University

4. Herkimer County Community College, Herkimer NY

The College is officially designated by the State University of New York as a “Full Opportunity College,” and operates with a policy of open admissions, but some programs are competitive and enrollment may be limited.

The mission of Herkimer County Community College is to:

- Provide a wide range of students with access to quality, affordable lifelong learning opportunities;
- Foster diversity by attracting students from other countries, states, and counties as well as from the local area;
- Offer quality associate degree and certificate programs in response to local and regional needs;
- Facilitate student achievement by offering arts and science degree transfer programs that provide a strong liberal arts and science foundation and applied science degree and certificate programs that focus on specific career interests;
• Offer a variety of innovative and technical programs and services to students and the community; and
• Provide business and industry training thereby strengthening the economic development of the region and enhancing its position in the global marketplace.

The College operates under the authority of the State University of New York and the College Board of Trustees and is sponsored by Herkimer County.

HCCC Vision Statement
Herkimer County Community College will become an institution of national, and in some areas, international reputation, recognized for its quality academic and athletic programs and services; a supportive environment that fosters diversity; and successful performance of its graduates. Recognition of this quality will extend to the expertise and performance of its teaching faculty; the personal service provided by its staff; the support offered by its administration and board of trustees; and the excellence of its campus life. In Herkimer County, HCCC will become the college of choice for the majority of college-bound residents and the trainer of choice for businesses and non-profit organizations. This challenge will be considered successful when the College is ranked in the top quartile among its peer institutions in each of the areas defined in its Performance Indicators.

Quality Policy Statement
It is the policy of Herkimer County Community College to achieve total performance in satisfying the requirements of our students and customers (both internal and external to the College). Quality performance means understanding who those students and customers are; understanding what requirements they have of us; and meeting each requirement without error, on time, every time. Teamwork and continuous process improvement are inherent in achieving these goals.

Retention initiatives for a coordinated first year include: block scheduling, probation program for first-year students, peer mentoring program, early warning system, website for first-year success, newsletter for faculty of first-year students, marketing of first-year program, and measurement and prediction regarding the online cohort. HCCC strives for online students to have equivalent services to those offered to campus students.
Marylhurst University, Marylhurst, OR

Marylhurst University is a private institution of higher learning open to men and women of any race or religion. It is dedicated to making innovative post-secondary education accessible to self-directed students of any age. Marylhurst offers coursework leading to bachelor’s and master’s degrees, and to other goals such as career transition, professional development, and personal enrichment.

Animated by its Catholic and liberal arts heritage, Marylhurst emphasizes the uniqueness and dignity of each person, and is committed to the examination of values, as well as to quality academic and professional training. Marylhurst University seeks to aid students in advancing their goals for responsible participation in a rapidly changing world by pursuing, and encouraging its students to pursue, the ideals of competence, leadership, and service.

The 91% online course retention at Marylhurst University is a result of the interplay of 4 major areas or themes: 1) Course; 2) Teacher; 3) Student; 4) Administrative.
The interplay of themes is within their respective properties with the “1’s” having the weakest connections, the “2’s” having stronger connections, and the “3’s” having the strongest connections.

Course Properties:
- Recycling Courses (less important)
- Course that “Meet the Needs” (more important)
- Organized Courses (most important)

Teacher Properties:
- Presence (less important)
- Structure and Dialogue (more important)
- Organized Teachers (most important)

Student Properties:
- Creating Culture (less important)
- Community of Teachers (more important)
- Motivation (most important)

Administrative Properties:
- Training and Development (less important)
- Technical Support (more important)
- Developing a Systematic Approach

Propositions
Online course retention is a direct reflection of how well an institution establishes an inquiry process (i.e., how well they research, build understanding, and implement that understanding) into four major areas: courses, teachers, students, and administrative.

If one of the four major areas (courses, teachers, students, and administrative) is missing, the strength of
the model diminishes. Therefore, all four areas should be considered when trying to improve online course retention.

Strengthening the relationship between variables in the model is more important than improving variables in isolation.

Highly organized courses and teachers (defined in the following propositions), and knowledge of what motivates online students improve the administrative system for delivery.

Highly organized courses feature routines, clear writing, and a templated, weekly layout for discussions.

Highly organized teachers focus on establishing a pattern of expectations, offer clear and frequent communication, and engage the students in the learning process.

Meeting the needs of students requires strong technical support and training faculty to create a balance between structure and dialogue. This will lead to a community of teachers—students helping students [44].

Vincent Schreck
Senior Instructional Designer
Portland State University
(formerly of Marylhurst University)

6. Pace University, New York, NY

Pace University’s School of Computer Science and Information Systems has been providing an AS in Telecommunications in an ALN format since 1999. More recently, the University has offered an AS in Networking Technologies and an accelerated BS in Telecommunications completion degree. (See http://csis.pace.edu/nactel for additional information). Students in the NACTEL program regularly complete their courses with a 95% success rate with completion being defined as attaining a grade of C or better. There are five factors that have contributed to this success:

1. Pace University faculty members
2. Online advisors
3. Course development
4. NACTEL staff
5. Constant communication

Faculty

Pace University faculty members who teach in the NACTEL program regularly receive commendations from our students for their supportive, caring and effective teaching. Faculty members respond quickly to the needs of their students, and work hard to reply clearly and caringly to their requests. Faculty members strive to provide helpful and instructive responses to student questions, and work hard to continuously improve the courses that they are teaching.

Online Advisors

The NACTEL program has a number of individuals who serve as online advisors to our students. These individuals are available by phone or by email to help students with their course selections. Students often comment on the importance of these advisors who will help them to carefully select the right course or
courses for each semester. Students have worksheets that provide them with a road map of which courses to take, but the advisors are able to work with them to help them to select the right courses at the right times to ensure their success.

Course Development
All courses within the NACTEL program are developed carefully, with much attention being paid to instructional design factors that contribute to students’ success. Students have access to a wide array of ways to learn a given set of concepts (textbooks, voice over PowerPoint lectures, practice quizzes, “real” quizzes, Web links, discussion forums, interactive exercises, simulation software, etc.). Built into all of these is a steady stream of feedback so that students know that they are learning what they are supposed to learn, in a timely fashion. Early and often feedback to students is built into each course, so that students know where they stand, and what else they need to learn. Courses are continually under review, and improvements are made on an ongoing basis.

NACTEL Staff
NACTEL staff members meet regularly and communicate frequently about students in the program. NACTEL staff members swing quickly into effect to provide students with extra help and support when necessary. Adult students who are working full-time and who are frequently raising families and who are actively involved in a wide array of other activities, sometimes need extra time or support In order to succeed in their classes. Occasionally our students need to “step out” of a given class for a period of time, due to some sort of emergency event in their lives (either personal or professional). Should that happen, NACTEL staff members work closely with the students to set up a “roll over” agreement which enables the student to complete the current course as soon as things calm down in their lives. These requests do not happen often, but NACTEL staff members are empowered to respond to them quickly and effectively when they do.

Constant Communication
The NACTEL program provides many ways for students to communicate with each other and with NACTEL staff and faculty members and administrators on a regular, frequent and easy basis. All students know how to reach all NACTEL staff members by email or by phone. All students know how to reach NACTEL faculty members by email and by phone when necessary. All students know how to reach NACTEL administrators by email and by phone when necessary. The flow of communication is intended to be two-way. Students receive frequent communications from NACTEL administrators. In addition, students are surveyed three times each semester about their courses, and are strongly encouraged to respond to these anonymous surveys. Faculty members solicit feedback about their courses, and the NACTEL administrators regularly review all course feedback. When students encounter problems, the goal is to fix them in a timely and caring fashion.

The NACTEL program regularly has a completion rate for its courses that is quite high. All five of the above mentioned factors play a key role in this. Students frequently comment on the help and support that they are able to receive while attending to their studies. We are convinced that all five of these factors contribute highly to the success of NACTEL students.

Dr. David Sachs
Associate Dean and NACTEL Co-Director
Pace University
School of Computer Science & Information Systems
7. Park University, Parkville, MO

The mission of Park University, an entrepreneurial institution of learning, is to provide access to academic excellence which will prepare learners to think critically, communicate effectively and engage in lifelong learning while serving a global community.

Park defines a student as having been retained if he/she is in the course at the end of the traditional add/drop-enrollment adjustment period (after 6 academic days in an 8-week term) and receives a grade (passing or failing) at the end of the term. Over the period of more than five years the retention rates ran from 93% to 97% each year. While the numbers are “hard,” the reasons suggested for this success are anecdotal and are not the result of scientific research. As a best practice, Park has focused on quality of instruction by requiring faculty teaching online to go through a 6–8 week training program in which they are the student in the course they will be teaching, thus understanding the student perspective. This is a rigorous process in which the attrition rate is purposefully high. In most cases, faculty are also required to have taught the course in a face-to-face format before teaching it online. The net result has been an achievement of 94–96% retention of students, despite the obvious uncertainties associated with military life.

Park online instruction is web based, asynchronous, instructor led, and generally in eight-week terms. Qualified, experienced, trained faculty are sensitive to student needs and are assisted by trained course developers. Students are non-traditional, mature, and highly motivated. Services are online, including the Catalog, application forms, advising, registration and registration confirmation, book purchasing, assessment, library services, tutoring. Courses are convenient, flexible, asynchronous, interactive, and encourage peer support with high levels of interaction with instructors and among students. The platform is easily accessible with a consistent look and feel to all courses; it permits various activities and reporting and tracking. Policies are friendly to non-traditional students, including small classes and course loads in eight-week terms. Park students want academic excellence, support services, interaction, flexibility and convenience, attention and fair pricing. Student feedback based on 79,000 responses from 120,000 students over five years is positive:

- 90% indicated their online course required as much or more time than traditional face-to-face classes;
- 90% indicated they learned as much or more in their online course when compared to face-to-face courses;
- 90% indicated that their online course prepared them for future courses or to apply their learning.

Thomas W. Peterman, PhD. Vice President for Distance Learning
Park University

8. Peirce College, Philadelphia, PA

Peirce College is a four-year specialized institution offering accredited business administration, information technology and paralegal studies degree programs to address economic and workforce development needs. Founded as Union Business College in 1865 to provide educational opportunities to Civil War veterans transitioning to the civilian workforce, Peirce College was at the forefront in providing career-oriented education for women in the 19th century and remains the leading provider of part-time business education for women in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Peirce College created Peirce Online in 2000 as part of its mission to offer practical, leading edge education primarily to working adult learners and in keeping with its legacy of utilizing innovative instructional technology in support of its mission. With its online business and information technology management degrees, Peirce is one of the
oldest accredited colleges offering a complete online degree program in the United States and is one of the fastest growing online Bachelor's degree programs according to eCollege.com.

One of the college’s most notable strategic accomplishments with respect to e-Learning has been its expansion from a strong regional brand to a national scope and international reach, serving degree seeking students from 43 of the 50 states and seven foreign countries. Fifty percent of Peirce’s tuition revenue is derived from its online program. Face-to-face instruction and online delivery utilize the same curricula, course description, and professors and achieve the same learning outcomes. These interchangeable formats are included under institutional accreditation through the Middle States Association (MSA) as well as program specific endorsements by the American Bar Association (ABA) and the Association of Collegiate Business Schools and Programs (ACBSP).

Peirce has recently incorporated streaming audio into its online course delivery; administratively, Peirce recently upgraded to Voice-Over-IP telephony that enhances communication among students, faculty and advisors. A new Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system has been installed which can focus communication between the College and targeted audiences of prospects and students.

Currently, Peirce has an 84% retention rate in the online experience. The College defines students as retained if they took classes in the fall and then again in the following spring or summer sessions. Peirce attributes retention success to the College’s responsiveness to student needs. Accelerated classes and asynchronous delivery allow adult students to complete courses quickly and conveniently with no residency requirement. Peirce provides outstanding service with an institutional culture of being student-centered.

To this end, the College has established a program advisor model that essentially is higher education’s version of a relationship manager, making sure students have a “single touch point” for all their needs. Support services, available online or in person, include tutoring, workshops, career advising, student organizations, an extensive virtual library, and a 24x7x365 help desk.

Jon Lenrow
Assistant Dean, Online Programs
Peirce College

9. Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY

At RIT, course completion rates in distance learning courses average 94.5%, for the past nine years. It is clear that online learning students are driven to complete their degrees, according to marketing and student satisfaction surveys. When asked why they are attending RIT Online, students respond overwhelmingly that they are here to complete a degree. The rates of completion seem to be staying constant, for many reasons. Student satisfaction with distance learning at RIT has remained constant and high. Academic programs in which most online students are enrolled are ones in which students see a financial reward that is compelling enough to make them stay with the program. In addition, tuition investment costs to attend RIT are high. Between 60 and 80% of non-traditional students receive employer support, but even those who don’t receive employer reimbursement simply recognize the value of getting a degree.

From a list of ten exclusive options, the consistent reason (70%) students enroll in online courses is for convenience and flexibility. The second most frequently chosen reason is because the course was not offered any other way. To help ensure success, RIT’s Online Learning has a policy of simply asking
students if they believe they have the time-management skills for the asynchronous online classroom. RIT recognizes that different students prefer different learning styles, but that older students are often encumbered by more responsibilities—professional and personal obligations which make them choose online classes more than do the traditional aged students who have more choices because their outside obligations are often less.

Courses taught at RIT use asynchronous learning environments. For RIT this is an acknowledgement that faculty do listen and understand that using flexible online learning technologies will add to student satisfaction and lead to student success. Faculty typically follow the seven principles of good practice when setting up their online courses. The faculty have also adopted standard practices to assure students get the highest quality educational experience.

New students are overwhelming satisfied and comfortable with the online process. RIT runs first time student surveys every quarter. These surveys indicate that first time students are indeed comfortable and satisfied with initial experiences. The review of their course completion rates complements this data. These students are given access to both customized online pages that prepare them for the online classroom experience, a CD-ROM to orient them to the online learning, and toll-free access to customer and technical support. In addition, these surveys indicate that physical contact with RIT is not a barrier. Students in the survey report they know whom to contact and using either the phone or email for customer service with no difficulties. As a result the RIT Online Learning Department, feels that new and nonmatriculated students at RIT are comfortable.

Karen Vignare (formerly of RIT)
Director
MSU Global Ventures
Michigan State University

10. Seton Hall University’s SetonWorldWide, South Orange NJ
Seton Hall University, Where Leaders Learn, is a major Catholic university. In a diverse and a collaborative environment it focuses on academic excellence and ethical development. Seton Hall students are prepared to be leaders in their professional and community lives in a global society and are challenged by outstanding faculty, an evolving technologically advanced setting and values-centered curricula.

The completion rates for all seven of Seton Hall online degree programs are on average 85–89% among approximately 400 students (exceeding the f2f rate of 75%). The primary reasons are: (1) a relevant, hands-on curriculum; (2) a learning team cohort program design with its inherent tendency to create an intimate learning community in which students enroll together in a pre-defined sequence of courses; (3) residency weekends where students bond with their colleagues, the faculty, the staff, and often, other learning team members from other cohorts; (4) faculty (most are full-time Seton Hall faculty) who understand the importance of interaction, rapid response time and constant feedback in cohorts in which two faculty interact with 15 students; (5) one-on-one student advisement; (6) full-time program administrators for each online degree program who provide continuous personalized non-academic student support; students are also provided with online mentoring, career counseling and open forum chat rooms to discuss academic issues; (7) every course is designed with interaction as the focus; using kept engaged throughout the course; and (8) the flexibility for students to move between learning teams if for any reason they are unable to continue with the original team; thus many students who drop from one term, return and continue in the next.
Finally, the most important reason for student success is the corporate culture of the SetonWorldWide and Seton Hall that support the values of commitment and student service.

Philip DiSalvio, Ed.D., Director, SetonWorldWide
http://www.setonworldwide.net
Assistant Provost

11. University of Illinois at Springfield, Springfield, IL

The University of Illinois’ mission statement articulates the campus’ various educational activities and emphasizes its commitment to students. The current mission statement was developed during UIS’ strategic planning in 1991–92 and appears in Toward 2000: A Strategic Plan for Sangamon State University, Phase One.

The University of Illinois at Springfield has as its primary mission providing excellence in teaching. UIS strives to produce an educational environment where students can acquire:

1. a solid foundation for lifelong learning,
2. a keen appreciation of intellectual and aesthetic achievements,
3. an enhanced capacity for critical thinking and oral as well as written communication,
4. a practical preparation for pursuing fulfilling careers,
5. a sound basis for informed and concerned citizenship, and
6. a productive commitment to improving their world.

UIS emphasizes public affairs instruction, research, and service carried out through community partnerships that contribute to social progress, governmental effectiveness, educational excellence, and economic development. UIS is committed to addressing the needs of both traditional and nontraditional learners and reflecting cultural diversity in both the curriculum and the university community. UIS encourages innovative approaches appropriate to fulfilling these institutional aims.

Course completion rates in online classes at the University of Illinois at Springfield rates hover in the 90% range, within one or two percent of the on campus rates. The percentages are those who are enrolled in the class on “census” date—day ten of the semester—and are still there when grades are submitted. Undergrads need a D to pass; Grads need a C to pass; they can withdraw until the final couple of weeks of class. UIS charges “e-tuition” so out of state students enrolled in wholly online degree programs pay instate tuition. Finally, UIS does not admit students with fewer than 30 credit hours (except in a very small honors program).

A number of factors contribute to consistently maintaining this high rate including faculty responsiveness, student support and technical stability/support. Each of these three aspects is critical in assuring that students thrive in an online program.

At UIS, online classes are offered through the mainstream academic structure with, for the most part, the very same faculty members teaching the classes both on campus and online. They are experienced at teaching our non-traditional commuting-to-campus students—many of whom are full time professionals in administrative, legislative and executive offices of Illinois state government. Our faculty members participate in pedagogical workshops and one-on-one training from the Office of Technology-Enhanced Learning (OTEL) that stress a constructivist, engaged approach to teaching online. Student-centered learning is the norm. Faculty members, for the most part, respond to all email and online postings from students within 24 hours. OTEL supports the hiring and training of online peer tutors who serve as an
additional supportive resource for students in many of our online classes.

Each online degree program at UIS has a program coordinator who provides on-going support to distant students from their first inquiry through to the completion of their degree program. One cannot underestimate the value of having a single contact person who is consistently supportive and responsive, semester-by-semester, throughout the degree program. Students come to rely upon, and deeply appreciate, their program coordinator.

Providing stable web-based platforms for delivery of the curriculum is also important. The Educational Technology unit supports Blackboard at UIS, providing better than 99.9% “up” time. The Campus Technology Services unit assures that online learning applications get the highest priority for bandwidth to and from campus. A technology support desk is accessible six days a week during the semester (seven days a week during the first weeks of the term) via phone or email.

Ray Schroeder  
http://people.uis.edu/rschr1/onlinelearning/blogger.html  
Professor Emeritus/Director OTEL http://otel.uis.edu  
Faculty Associate, U of I Online http://www.online.uillinois.edu

12. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH
The University of Cincinnati is a public comprehensive learning and research university. UC currently offers two associate, five bachelor, four master, and one doctoral degree programs available largely (or wholly) through distance learning classes in a variety of areas.

UC cites several factors driving its development of online programs, including a desire to increase access, a strong market need for certain offerings such as their highly-ranked criminal justice program, institution-wide deployment of a course management system, and a new initiative for “revenue-based” programs. In the few years that UC has offered online programs, enrollments have now reached 1,200 students. The University sees its ability to enable students to take a top-ranked program online which is equal in quality to the traditional program as its most significant accomplishment in this area. The University of Cincinnati defines students as having been retained if after entry and completion of a given quarter, they return to the program (enrolled in courses) the next quarter.

Online courses typically maintain a faculty-student ratio of 15–25 students, and a tenure track faculty member leads most courses. Student feedback from annual and course surveys indicate at least equal, if not higher, satisfaction levels in the online programs relative to campus-based programs. One possible contributing factor is UC’s strong focus on pedagogical approaches which meet the needs of working adults. For instance, some UC programs are delivered via single intensive, shorter-length courses which enable students to take two, separately scheduled, courses within a 10-week quarter to help working adults balance educational and other life demands. Faculty-student ratio and student support are also factors cited as contributing to UC’s ability to attain high retention rates in its programs. UC also uses other quality indicators besides student retention, including also student learning, student satisfaction, and appropriate time to degree.

Retention in online programs is as high as 100% in the education administration program. The BS in Clinical Laboratory Science program began in Summer 2004 and reports a 95% (and above) retention rate. The Health Information Management program is its early stages and completions are also expected to be high. In the AAS in Early Childhood Education, course completion rates range from 85% to 93%.
Melody Clark, Ed.D.
Academic Director, Distance Learning
University of Cincinnati
Provost Office

13. University of Texas TeleCampus
The UT TeleCampus is a support center for distance education and online degrees from the University of Texas System and its fifteen member institutions. The mission of the University of Texas TeleCampus is “to extend the reach of the UT System through the application of high-quality, student-centered Internet delivery to degree programs, academic courses, training, professional development, and college preparation.” The UT TeleCampus also assists UT System institutions in capacity building, faculty professional development, and dissemination of “innovative and solution-based models and best practices for effective distance teaching and learning.” The UT TeleCampus aims to “be the recognized leader and model for innovative multi-campus online learning in the nation.” For academic courses, the amount of tuition and fees charged by each UT System campus varies and is based on residency status. As a result, the cost of taking a course will vary depending on which campus offers that course.

In Fall 2004, UTTC offered approximately 120 courses (138 course sections) and has consistently reported high course completion rates since 2002 (85% undergraduate; 97% graduate). UTTC attributes this level of success to three factors:

- UTTC and the UT universities produce quality courses that utilize best practices in course design and follow the Principles of Good Practice. Providing in-depth training for faculty and production staff enables them to produce interesting, highly interactive courses.
- UTTC and the UT universities have made a number of improvements to the “participation process” for students in the areas of registration, fee bill payment, initial course login, and technical problem resolution. Campus student business offices have designated contacts who are specifically trained to help distance education students. To reduce student confusion and frustration, UTTC provides students with course login information, technical requirements and skills training, and course management system navigation prior to the start of the semester.
- UTTC provides quality academic student services to aid successful course completion such as free online tutoring in many subject areas provided through Smarthinking, and a Digital Library which provides and coordinates a variety of library resources and services, including remote access to electronic resources, borrowing privileges at numerous academic and public libraries, reference and technical assistance.

Rob Robinson
Associate Director for the UT TeleCampus
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